
INTRODUCTION TO SIMULINK
(MATLAB)

Lab # 04



WHAT IS SIMULINK?
 Software package for modeling, simulating, and

analyzing dynamical systems.
 It supports linear and nonlinear systems,

modeling in continuous time, discrete time, or a
hybrid of the two.

 Systems can also be multi rate, i.e. have different
parts that are sampled or updated at different
rates.



WHAT DOES SIMULINK OFFER?
 For modeling, simulink provides a graphical user

interface (GUI) for building systems as block
diagrams, using click-and-drop mouse operations.

 Simulink includes a comprehensive block library
of sinks, sources, linear and non linear
components, and connectors.

 You can also customize and create your own
blocks.

 After you define a model, you can simulate it.
 Using scopes and other display blocks, you can

see what happens, for “ what if ” exploration.



WHAT DOES SIMULINK OFFER?
 The simulation results can be put in the

MATLAB workspace for post processing and
visualization.

 As MATLAB and simulink are integrated, you
can simulate, analyze, and revise your models in
either environment at any point.



BUILDING A SIMPLE MODEL

 This example shows you how to build a model
using many of the model building commands and
actions you will use to build your own models.

 The model integrates a sine wave and displays
the result, along with the sine wave.

 The block diagram of the model looks like this.



STEPS TO CREATE THIS MODEL

Entering the simulink environment.
There are two ways of getting into “ Simulink

Library Browser ”.
1. Type simulink in the MATLAB command

window.
2. Press simulink from MATLAB screen.



 On Microsoft Windows, the “ simulink library
browser ” appears.



Creating a new model
There are two ways of creating a new model.
1. Go to “ file ” menu from simulink library, select

the “ new ” submenu and then select “ model ”.
2. Select the new model button on the library

Browser’s toolbar.



Simulink opens a new model window.



Copy the blocks into the model
To create this model, you will need to copy blocks

into the model from the following “ simulink
block ” libraries:

 Sources library (the sine wave block).
 Sinks library (the scope block).
 Continuous library (the integrator block).
 Commonly used blocks library (the mux block).



 Now drag the “ sine wave block ” from the browser
and drop it in the model window. Simulink creates a
copy of the “ sine wave block ” at the point where you
dropped the node icon.

 Your model window will look like this.



 Copy the rest of the blocks in a similar manner
from their respective libraries into the model
window.

 You can move a block from one place in the model
window to another by dragging the block. You
can move a block a short distance by selecting the
block, then pressing the arrow keys.

 With all the blocks copied into the model window,
the model should look something like this.



Connecting the blocks together
 If you examine the block icons, you see an angle

bracket on the right of the “ sine wave block ” and
two on the left of the “ mux block ”.

 The > symbol pointing out of a block is an output
port; if the symbol points to a block, it is an input
port. A signal travels out of an output port and
into an input port of another block through a
connecting line. When the blocks are connected,
the port symbols disappear.



 Now it's time to connect the blocks. Connect the
“ sine wave block ” to the top input port of the
“ mux block ”. Position the pointer over the
output port on the right side of the “ sine wave
block ”. Notice that the cursor shape changes to
cross hairs.

 Hold down the mouse button and move the cursor
to the top input port of the “ mux block ”. Notice
that the line is dashed while the mouse button is
down and that the cursor shape changes to
double-lined cross hairs as it approaches the
“ mux block ”.



 Now release the mouse button. The blocks are
connected. You can also connect the line to the
block by releasing the mouse button while the
pointer is inside the icon. If you do, the line is
connected to the input port closest to the cursor's
position.



 If you look again at the model at the beginning of
this section, you'll notice that most of the lines
connect output ports of blocks to input ports of
other blocks. However, one line connects a line to
the input port of another block. This line, called a
branch line, connects the “ sine wave block ”
output to the “ integrator block ”, and carries the
same signal that passes from the “ sine wave
block ” to the “ mux block ”.



Drawing a branch line is slightly different from
drawing the line you just drew. To weld a
connection to an existing line, follow these steps:

 First, position the pointer on the line between
the “ sine wave ” and the “ mux block ”.

 Press and hold down the Ctrl key (or click the
right mouse button). Press the mouse button,
then drag the pointer to the “ integrator block's”
input port or over the “ integrator block ” itself.



3. Release the mouse button. Simulink draws a line
between the starting point and the “ integrator
block's ” input port.

 Finish making block connections. When you're
done, your model should look something like this.



 Now, open the “ scope block ” to view the
simulation output. Keeping the “ scope window ”
open, set up Simulink to run the simulation for
10 seconds. First, set the simulation parameters
by choosing “ simulation parameters ” from the
“ simulation menu ”. On the dialog box that
appears, notice that the “ stop time ” is set to 10.0
(its default value).





 Close the “ simulation parameters ” dialog box by
clicking on the “ OK button ”. Simulink applies
the parameters and closes the dialog box. Choose
“ start ” from the “ simulation menu ” and watch
the traces of the “ scope block's ” input.



 The simulation stops when it reaches the stop
time specified in the “ simulation parameters ”
dialog box or when you choose “ stop ” from the
“ simulation menu ”. To save this model, choose
“ save ” from the “ file menu ” and enter a
filename and location. That file contains the
description of the model.



EXAMPLE # 02
 Implementing a model at simulink that convolves 

two pulse trains.
 The final model looks like this.



 The Convolution block in Signal Processing 
Blockset is vector-based and it convolves 
corresponding columns of the input matrices. 
Therefore, if you want to convolve over time, you 
should use frame-based signals as inputs to this 
block, or use Buffer blocks to convert the sample-
based inputs into frame-based signals before 
entering the Convolution block.
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